Telemedicine in the sleep laboratory: feasibility and economic advantages of polysomnograms transferred online.
The costs for polysomnography (PSG) and alternative diagnostic procedures for sleep-disordered breathing are challenging public health care systems. We wanted to determine if a telemedicine protocol with online transfer of PSGs from a remote site could be cost-effective and clinically useful while improving patient access to full PSG. Fifty-nine PSGs were performed in 54 pulmonary patients with suspected sleep-disordered breathing at a remote hospital. The data were transferred by File Transfer Protocol (FTP) via the Internet to Walter Reed Army Medical Center (WRAMC) for scoring and interpretation. The results were faxed back to the remote hospital. Clinical utility was assessed by evaluating the reasons for patient referral and the resulting diagnoses. The economic benefits were calculated by comparing direct expenses of the telemedicine protocol with costs for contracting PSGs at outside sleep laboratories. A total of 93% (55) of all PSGs were transferred successfully online. Of the 54 patients, 47 had PSGs performed for diagnosis (including three split-night studies), 8 underwent treatment titration, and 1 patient had both overnight studies. Diagnoses were obstructive sleep apnea in 43 patients, central sleep apnea in 2, and upper airway resistance syndrome in 2. The disease conditions were defined as severe in 27 patients, moderate in 12 patients, and mild in 8 patients. Each PSG cost $700 (including costs for lost transmissions) compared to $1,250 for referral to a private sleep laboratory. A savings of $550 per study was realized with the telemedicine protocol. The online transfer of PSGs from a remote site to a centralized sleep laboratory is technically feasible and clinically useful. Telemedicine offers an effective alternative for cost reduction in sleep medicine while improving patient access to specialized care in remote areas.